Custom-designed wells and flow chamber for exposing air-liquid interface cultures to wall shear stress.
The effects of mechanical stimuli such as wall shear stresses (WSS) on cellular processes have been studied in vitro in numerous cell types. In order to study WSS effects on cells cultured under air-liquid interface (ALI) conditions, we developed a custom-designed well that can be disassembled into sub-units that allow installation of the cultured cells in a flow chamber, and then, re-assembled for further incubation or biological tests. Human nasal epithelial cells were cultured in the new wells under ALI conditions, and some of their biological characteristics were compared with those cultured in commercial Millicells. The cultured cells from both types of wells secreted the same amount of mucin and had similar cytoskeletal structures. Preliminary WSS experiments demonstrated the advantage of the new wells and provided initial indications that WSS affects the performance of ALI cultured respiratory epithelial cells.